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Abstract. Ozone profiles obtained by near-daily ozonesonde observations during 
campaigns at severa! sites in the North Atlantic are used to construct timc-height cross 
sections of ozone concentration through the troposphere. Strong day-to-day ozone 
variability on the scale of synoptic meteorological disturbances is found both in the spring 
and in the summer throughout much of the troposphere. Layers of high ozone concentra-
tion ( -100 ppb) are frequently secn in thc middle and upper troposphere and are invariably 
associated with transport characlcrislics that strongly support a stratospheric source for 
these layers. Regions of low ozone (<40 ppb) are seen in the middle and upper troposphere 
associated with higher relative humidity. The connection of these events with low surface 
mixing ralios suggests that convective processes mix air low in ozone up through the 
troposphere. Vertical layering of ozonc mixing ratio, which is seen at all of the observing 
locations, is a result of differing sources of air in the different layers. 
Introduction 
The significant role of ozone as an atmospheric oxidizing 
agent and greenhouse gas and the importan! part that human 
pollution sources can play in modifying its distribution 
provide strong motivation for a more complete understanding 
of ozone's behavior in the atrnosphere. Bccausc of its impact 
on human health and plant life, ozone has been most 
intensively observed near the surface. The limitations of 
observing ozonc and other constituents primarily at the 
surface h¡¡ve long been recognized. Many components of the 
North Atlantic Regional Experiment {NARE) were dcsigncd 
to provide the ncccssary profilc information for 
understanding the chemical behavior of the tropospherc over 
the North Atlantic [Fehsenfeld et al., this issue]. 
One goal of the vertical profiling measurcment prograrn 
within NARE was to obtain ozone vertical profiles 
throughout the troposphere and lowcr stratosphere using 
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balloon-bome ozoncsondes. During the NARE intensive in 
August 1993, ozone profiles were obtained from Ket1avik, 
Iceland; Bermuda; and Lages, Azores. Tn addition, intensive 
series of spring profíles were obtained in Aprii!May 1993 in 
Bermuda and May 1994 in the Azores. We wíll also report 
on profiles obtained at Cape Race, Newfoundland, in 
July/ August 1991 and soundings from Tencrife in the Canary 
Islands in August 1993 and May 1994 (see Figure 1 for map 
of ozonesonde launch locations). Thc near daily soundings 
from severa! of these campaigns give us the opportunity to 
investigatc the processes responsible for the very strong day-
to-day variability that was regularly seen during the intensive 
profiling protocol. Severa! evems in whích high ozonc 
amounts were seen in the midtroposphere over Bermuda are 
analyzed in detail in accompanying papers [Merrill er al., 
this issue; Moody eral., this issue]. In this papcr as well as 
the two accompanyíng papers, the strong role of synoptic 
scale meleorological events will be noted. The ozone 
vertical profilcs along with the analyzed metcorological 
fields pruvide an important too! ror understanding ozone 
behavior in lhe troposphere. There are also sorne significan! 
limitations to this approach. Ozone precursor gases are not 
measurcd with thc ozonc profile. Useful traccrs of 
anthropogenic influence such as carbon monoxide are also 
not obtained from the balloon sounding. Water vapor 
amount is measured with the ozone concentration, so this 
docs provide a useful but not always unambiguous indicator 
of air parcel history. In sorne cases the ozonc profilc and 
meteorological information are sufficient to make a strong 
case for a natural sourcc (the stratosphere) for the observed 
elevated ozone arnounts. In othcr instances a sourcc is not 
casily identified and, in particular, the anthropogenic 
contribution may be suggestcd by thc airflow to the site but 
cannot be unambiguously identified with this data set alone. 
The time history of lhe ozone profiles from the periods of 
near daily soundings is displayed in thc time-hcight cross 
scctions. Mean characteristics for each site and season are 
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Figure l. Map of the North Atlantic region showing 
locations whcre ozonesonde launches were made. 
used to sumrnarize thc numerous soundings and for 
comparison of the ozone behavior at the various locations. 
Severa! representative ozone "events" are invcstigated at the 
various sites in rclation to the changcs in transport to the 
sampling location. 
Measurements 
Thc ozone vertical profiles in Lhis study were obtained 
from balluon-borne ozoncsondes. The ozonesonde consists 
of an ozonc sensor (the electrochemical concentratíon cell), a 
noncontaminating air purnp, an clcctronic interface board, 
and a rnodel RS-80 Vaisala radiosonde. The electrochemical 
concentration cell (ECC) sensor [Komhyr, 19691 is widely 
used and has becn extensively tested and compared with 
other techniques [Komhyr et al., 1995]. The principie of 
measurement is the reaction of ozone with potassium iodide 
in solution which produces a small current in the cell. This 
current is quantilatively proportional to ozone with one 
ozone molecule producing a flow of two clcctrons. This 
reaction is not specific to ozone, so thal other oxidants and 
reductants also produce a response. Thc primary interferíng 
nonozone oxidant is N02 which rcsponds with about 1 0% the 
efficiency of ozone. In the atmospheric regime considcrcd 
here, the N02 concentration is in the sub-ppb range and thus 
is not a significan! intcrfcrent. The primary atmospheric 
reductant affecting sensor response is S02 which acts with 
equal efficiency but in the opposite direction Lo ozonc. 
Again S02 concentrations are in the sub-ppb rangc. The 
Tcflon pump of the sonde is noncontaminating and docs not 
destroy ozonc. Since ozone ís measured quantitatively by 
the ECC ozonesonde, it is not necessary to "normalize" the 
integrated ozone profile amount to an independenl measurc 
of column O?,one such as lhe Dobson or Brewer 
spectrophotorncters. Thís is important since other colum1¡ 
ozone measurements are not avaílable at all of the sites. The 
small inslrurnent package (-2 kg) is carried aloft on a small 
helium or hydrogen-filled rubber meteorological balloon 
(1200 g) which normally reaches altitudes in excess of 30 
km. Temperaturc, humidity (to -12 km), and pressure are 
obtained from the accompanying Vaisala radiosonde. Data 
are sampled every 8 s. The sensor gives a 1/e response to a 
step change in ozone in 20 s, which translates to a vertical 
resolution of approximately l 00 m. The normal data product 
and the one which will be used here is a 250-m heighl 
average. The sonde accuracy is 10% for tropospheric rnixing 
ratios except in thc case of vcry low mixing ratios (<lO ppb) 
when the accuracy may be degraded to 15%. Most of the 
launches were done in the morning local time which 
corresponds to 0900-1 500 UT. 
The trajeclories u sed in this work are isentropic 1 0-day 
back trajectorics. The trajectory model [Harris and Kahl, 
1994 J uses gridded anal y ses produced by thc European 
Centre for Mediurn-Range Wcather Forecasts (ECMWF). 
Thc trajectories do not pinpoint the origin of an air paree! but 
rathcr are indicati ve of lhe airflow palh under the assumption 
of adiabatic displaccment of the air parcels. For most of 
these sites in the mid-Atlantic, upper air obscrvations in thc 
surrounding region are sparsc so that even close to the 
trajectory starting poinl there is significan! uncertainty in the 
calculated representation of the air parcel motion. Under 
ccrtain circumstances, such as when a synoptic scale front is 
encountered, the now is probably not well resolved in the 
gridded analysis and the path represented by thc trajectory 
may be suspcct. Wc routinely calculate the trajectories back 
1 O days, which in sorne cases gives an unwarrantcd 
impression of our knowledge of the air paree! motion. The 
1 0-day period is eh osen primarily for computational 
uniformity whcn a largc numbcr of cases are being studied. 
Time-Height Cross Sections 
The time-height cross sections of ozone mlXmg ratio 
displayed in Plates 1-6 summarize the profile inforrnation 
duríng thc pcriods of intcnsivc observations and dramatize 
the kinds of changes scen throughout thc troposphere. We 
first díscuss the results from August 1993 when 
measuremcnts werc carried out simultaneously at lceland, the 
Azores, and Bermuda (Plates 1-3). In lceland (Plate la) the 
most striking feature is the large changes with time in 
tropopause height and hence the varying deplhs to which 
large ozonc mixing ratios extend. The tropopause is marked 
in each cross section with the thick white line. The 
tropopause is determined from the temperature profile 
following the standard meteorological convention (the 
altitude where lhe average lapse rate first falls below 2°C/km 
for at lcast 2 km). The dips lo lowcr altitude of high ozone 
concentration (e.g., Julian days 239-241 (August 27-29)) do 
not represent penetration of these large values into thc 
tropospherc but simply changing tropopause height. The 
periods of largest ozone mixíng ratio in the middle and lower 
troposphere are all associated with thc highcst, not thc 
lowcst, tropopausc hcights. This is secn on Julian days 219, 
230, 236, and 243 (August 7, 18, 24, and 31), where ozone 
amounts between 40 and 50 ppb extend down to altitudes 
below 2 km. Except for Julian da y 243 (Augusl 31 ), thcsc 
were days of relatively larger O?.one concenlration aL the 
surface. Although most of the tongucs of large ozone mixing 
ratio stretching from thc stratosphere down to the lowcr 
troposphere are associated with very dry air (e.g., Julian days 
236 and 237 (August 24 and 25)), Julian day 230 (August 
18) is not particularly dry (PI ate 1 b). 1t is al so clear that 
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PI ate l. Ti me-height cross sections at Keflavik A ir Base, Iceland, for August 1993 for (a) ozone mixing 
ratio (ppmv) and (b) relative humidity (%). The tick marks for the day denote the beginning of the day. 
The heavy tick mark denotes the first day of the month. The arrows along the lower axis are at the time of 
the sounding. The white, solid line marks the tropopause height based on the temperature profile us ing the 
standard meteorological convention to define the tropopause. 
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relatively smaller ozone amounts ( <40 ppb) are found in the 
middle and upper troposphere. The humidity in these 
regions is invariably higher, implying this air had a source 
near the surface. Through the month there is a gradual 
decrease in the near-surface amounts, but this trend does not 
seem to be present in the midtroposphere. 
In the Azores (Plate 2a) during August, the tropopause is 
usually between 12 and 14 km and larger ozone amounts 
(>90 ppb) extend into the upper troposphere (e.g., Julian 
days 216 and 222 (August 4 and 10)). Al Bermuda (Piate 3a) 
the tropopause is near 1 S km, and there are al so severa! 
events where ozone amounts over 90 ppb extend into the 
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midtroposphere. Equally apparent at both these locations is 
the presence of regions of relatively small mixing ratios (30-
40 ppb) near the tropopause. In sorne cases these features 
extend from near the surface to near the tropopause (e.g., 
around Julian day 227 (August 1 S) at both Bermuda and the 
Azores). The regions of smaller ozone mixing ratios are 
always associated with higher humidity (Piates 2b and 3b). 
The very strong correspondence between high humidity and 
smaller ozone amounts is consisten! through the month and 
throug h the entire depth of the troposphere. At both 
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Plate 4. As Plate 1 but for Cape Race, Newfoundland, in July and August 1991 . 
Bermuda and the Azores the two periods, which show this 
pattern most dramatically, occur very near the same times 
(Julian days 227 and 242 (August 15 and 30)) of the month. 
Abundant moisture in the lower troposphere (<2 km) 
during the summer sets the stage for significan! ozone 
photochemistry. The local levels of NO, determine whether 
this results in net destruction or production [Crutzen, 1988]. 
The background ozone values at Bermuda are smallest in the 
summer and the ve rtical depth of this !ayer reaches 2 km 
much more consistently than at the other two locations. At 
the surface, ozone displays a diurna! signa! with an afternoon 
mínimum, just as has been observed at the tropical remote 
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locations of Barbados and Samoa [0/tmans and Levy /1, 
1992; Oltmans, 1981 ]. This behavior combined with the low 
background levels of surface NOx reponed by Dickerson et 
al. [1995] and the simulations of ozone chemistry reported 
by Kasibhatla et al. [this issue], strongly suggests that net 
destruction dominates. Definitive proof of this hypothesis 
awaits the simultaneous measurement of ozone, water, CO, 
and NOx in this !ayer ata location like Bermuda. 
For Cape Race (Plate 4) the intensive observations cover 2 
weeks al the end of July and early August 1991. The upper 
troposphere shows that the strong influence of the very large 
ozone amounts in the overlaying stralOsphere and ozone 
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amounts of -100 ppb reach into the midtroposphere (PI ate 
4a). The extension of the large ozone amounts into the 
midtroposphere is associated with both high and low 
tropopauses. Severa! periods when smaller ozone mixing 
ratios extend from the surface into the upper troposphere can 
also be seen. As at other locations, these are associated with 
higher relative humidity (Piate 4b). 
Spring profile measurements were done in Bermuda in 
Aprii/May 1993 (Piate S) and the Azores in May 1994 (Piate 
6). At Bermuda during the second half of May, the 
soundings are less frequent, so that sorne of the features look 
more persisten! than they probably are. In the Azores there 
are significantly larger variations in the tropopause height 
than during the summer. The regions of very large ozone 
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amounts (>150 ppb) that dip below -10 km are generally in 
the stratosphere. At Bcrmuda (Platc 5a) the regions of large 
ozone mixing ratios below 14 km are all wilhin the 
troposphere. 
In the Azores, because there are profiles almos! every day 
during the observing period, a clear piclure of thc frequcncy 
of thc variations at different levels is seen. At most levels, 
significant maxima or mínima are seen every 3-6 days, which 
is consisten! with synoptic scale meteorologica1 influence on 
the changes in ozone concentration. Regions of larger ozone 
amounts (>80 ppb) tend to extcnd downward from lhe 
tropopausc lo about 5-7 km. Below 5 km, down to about 2 
km, lherc ¡¡re still significan! periods and regions with ozone 
mixing ratios >60 ppb. This is the case especially during the 
latter half of May. The regions with ozone >60 ppb al! have 
low humidity (Plate 6b) of <20%. Both the dryness of the air 
and the vertical connection of the Iarge ozone mixing ratio 
region with the tropopausc suggest that the stratosphcre plays 
a majar role during this time in loading lhe middle and upper 
troposphere with ozone. During May there are fewer events 
in which smaller ozone mixing ratios are found in the middle 
and upper troposphere compared to the summer. On Julian 
days 126, 127, and 137 (M ay 6, 7, and 17), columns of 
smaller ozone mixing ratio and high humidity are present. 
The evenl of Julian day 137 (May 17) is one which exlends 
upward all the way from the surface. After this the 
troposphere is dominated almost exclusively by air with 
ozonc mixing ratios exceeding 60 ppb from the tropopause to 
2 km. The troposphere appears to be gradually filling with 
ozone from above during the latter half of the month. During 
this time there are none of the events in which small ozone 
amounts and high humidity cxtend upward from the surface 
inco the troposphere. 
At Bermuda the 1ess frequent profiles limit any 
generalization that can be made from P1ate 5 on the 
frequency and timing of the events. Two events in mid-April 
and the beginning of May appear to bring stratospheric air 
into midtropospheric 1evels. Just prior to the míd-April 
event, strong convection mixes surface air to the tropopause. 
This particular case is be discussed later. As at the Azores. 
surface amounts are signifícantly higher in spring than 
during the surnmer [Oltmans and Levy, 1992}. 
The picture that emerges from the cross-sectional 
representation of the intensive ozone profile data in both the 
spring and the summer is the connection between large ozone 
mixing ratios and dry air in the rniddle and upper troposphere 
with the large ozone values in the tropopause region. On the 
other hand, smaller ozone amounts at these altitudes are 
associated with high humídity and are often connected 
vertically with the surface. The timescale of changes from 
1arge to small ozone mixing ratios or water vapor amounts is 
of the order of a few days (somewhat longer in the summer), 
which is similar to synoptic scale variations. 
Average Behavior 
To look at differcnces bctween seasons and locations, we 
use the box and whisker represemation of the median, inner 
50th, and inner 90th percentiles to show average behavior 
and dispersion at l-km increments for each of the periods of 
observations (Figures 2a-2e). In addition to the four sites 
discusscd in the previous section, profile data from Tcnerife, 
Canary Islands, for August 1993 and May 1994 will be used 
to broaden the scope of the results. One of the most striking 
features of thc summer average profiles (Figure 3) is the 
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Figure 3. Average ozone profiles for each of the places and 
times shown in Figure 2. 
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larger mixing ratios at all levels in the troposphere al Cape 
Race. At the s urfacc thc mean (the solid dot) at all locations 
(Figure 2) ís between 25 and 30 ppb e xcept al Bermuda 
where it is slightl y smaller {Figure 2d). At Cape Race there 
are surface events excecding 50 ppb not seen at the other 
sites {Figure 2b). There is also a larger di scontinuity seen at 
Cape Race between ozone amounts in the houndary !ayer and 
the next higher layer. On average there is about twicc as 
much ozone in this !ayer at 1 km then al the surface (Figure 
2b). This ís consisten! with thc effect on air t1owing over the 
North American continent found by Berkowilz. et al. [ 1995]. 
Tenerife shows a similar feature (Figure 2e) which may 
rcsult from the influence of the nearby African continenl un 
air flowing to the Canary ls lands. 
During August thc ozonc mixing ratios above 4 km at the 
Azores , Bermuda, and Tcncrifc (Figure 3) are very similar up 
to the tropopause differing by 5 ppb ur less at each Jcvcl. 
Given the high degree of variability seen at each site, thi s 
difference of Jcss than 10% in the mean concentration at each 
level is somewhat unexpected. This may suggest that at 
thcse mid-North Atlantic Ocean sites during the summer, the 
broad influence of the dominant subtropical high-pressure 
regime also shapes the ozone distribution over much of the 
region. Ir should be noted, however, that each or thc sitcs is 
located quite differently reta ti ve to thc ccntcr of this high-
pressure system. In the 3 lo 7-km region in Iceland (up to 
ncar the tropopause), mixing ratios are generally at least 10% 
smallcr than the other island locations. At all locations there 
is a rapid drop of at leas! 50% in ozone <.:om:entration 
between 4 km and the surface. At Tenerife (Figure 2e), 
however, this drop in mixing ratio takes place primarily 
below 2 km. This is consistent with the results of Schmitt et 
al. [1 988] and Prospero et al. [ 1995], which show e le vaLed 
ozone values persisting through the summer months at thc 
mounrain station al Izaña locatcd on thc island of Tcncrifc. 
Schmill et al. [19R8] suggest that these enhanced summer 
ozone amounts could be from the transport of ozone resu lting 
from anthropogenically produced emissions in Europe. T his 
was based on the similarity uf the annual ozone cycle at 
haña with that al anthropogenicatly influcnced sites in 
Europe and in contras! to the d istinct spring maximum found 
at Mauna Loa, Hawaii. Prospero et al. [1995] , however, 
showed that the large summer conccntrat ions were more 
closely related to traccrs of upper tropospheric ai r whic h did 
not have a signature of rcccnt continental origin. A very 
recent set of íntensive ozonc profiles obtained during June 
and July 1995 (E. Cuevas, prívate communication, 1996) 
shows that high ozone mixing ratios domínate the entirc 
troposphcre during the early summcr and the large values at 
l zaña at 2.5 km are really an extension uf this. 
The average behavior in spring (for these averages this is 
primarily May data with a few profiles in late April and early 
June) at the subtropical island sítes is roughly similar (Figure 4). 
Tropopause heights are severa! kilometers lower in the spring 
than in the summer. Al the Azores and Bermuda, there is more 
ozone in the boundary !ayer in the spring than thc summer, 
which is consistent with enhanced photochcmical ozone loss in 
the summer. Al Tenerifc, on the other hand, May has less ozonc 
in the 1 to 4-km region than August, reflecting the summer 
cnhancement at this altitude. At each site therc is a region of 
near constant or slightly increasing mixing ratio from 5 km to 
near the tropopause. Below 5 km, mixing ratios decline with an 
evcn sharper decline in the lowest kilorncter. During May thc 
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Figure 4. Average ozone profiles fo r May at the Azores 
(1994), Bermuda (1 993) , and Tenerife (1994). 
Azores clearly has less o:wne than Bermuda above 3 km, while 
during the summer, thcy were nearly identical. Of the three 
island sites at subtropical latitudes, the Azores has the smallest 
difference betwcen spring and summer. whíle Bcrmuda has 
significantly more ozone in the spring. Becausc the tropopause 
is higher in the summer, this means that at Bermuda the spring 
and summer tropospheric column amounts are quite similar, but 
at the Azores there is about 50% more ozone in the summer 
colurnn. 
Case Studies 
A number of individual ozonc profiles from both thc 
summcr and the s pring periods are presented in this section 
in order to use thc transport characteristics, and in sorne 
cases othcr meteorological information, to help understand 
the features in the profile. 
Summer events. In the period A ugust 3-4, 1993, thcre are 
profiles from each o f thc three subtropical sites: Bermuda, 
the Azores, and Tenerife. This early August cvent at 
Bcrmuda is discussed in sorne detail by Merrill et al. (this 
issue). At each location there is an enhanced ozone layer 
(> 100 ppb) in the middle or upper troposphere {Figures 5a, 
6a, 7a). For each Jocation a back trajectory is shown for an 
end point that arrives in the boundary !ayer (Figures 5b, 6b, 
7b) and one that arrives in the enhanccd ozone !ayer (Figures 
Se, 6c, 7c). 
At Rermuda the trajcctory near the time of thc profile 
(1200 UT) shows strong cyclonic eurvaturc and deseen! as 
thc ai r paree! approaches Bermuda at the 8-km leve! (Figure 
Se). The paree! passes through a region of cnhanced 
potential vorticity over the northcast coast of the United 
States 2 days prior to reaching Bermuda [Mcrrill et al . . th is 
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Figure 5. (a) Ozone mixing ratio, tcmperature, and frost-
point temperature profiles at Bermuda on August 3, 1993. 
(b) Trajcctorics for Bermuda on August 3 arriving at 1 km (a 
leve! in the boundary layer). (e) Same as Figure Sb but 
arriving at 8 km (a leve! near the ccnter of the enhanccd 
ozone !ayer). 
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issue]. In contras!, thc low-1evel tlow (Figure 5b) has 
remained south of 20°N for most of its transit over the ocean. 
Ozone amounts are about 20 ppb near 1 km in the profile, 
and the strong gradient below 3 km suggests that significam 
ozonc is lost in thc low levels. 
On August 3 in the Azores (Figure 6a) a peak is seen at 
7.5 km and a somewhat stronger one at 10 km. The 
trajectory reaching the Azores at 8 km (Figure 6c) shows 
strong descent 6 days earlier over the East Coast of lhe 
United States and passes near Bermuda about 4 days prior. 
This path indicates that the same event that brought the high 
ozone seen at Bermuda at the end of July (Plate 3a) also 
reached the Azores. The low-level t1ow (Figure 6b) on this 
day appears to come around the northern edge of the high-
pressure system after being o ver the occan for at least 1 O 
days. The low-altitude amounts are not as low as Bermuda, 
however, where lhe trajectory stays much farther to the 
south. At Tenerife the ozone peak on August 4 is near 9 km 
(Figure 7a), which is well within the troposphere. The 
trajectory near the time of the sounding passes a bit east of 
the Azores (Figure 7c) about 2 days before reaching 
Tenerife. The peak at Tenerife may be part of the same event 
and flow that were responsiblc for the 1 O-km peaks in the 
Azores earlier. At l km over Tenerife the airflow (Figure 
7b) also appears to bring air that reaches back to the North 
American continent but with a much different path than at 
higher levels. This air parcel path from higher latitude likely 
contributes to the 20 ppb larger amounts at 1 km at Tenerife 
compared to lhe other two sites. 
At each of these locations the middle to high-elevation 
ozone peaks are related to tlow back toward the North 
American continent Limitations in this type of trajectory 
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Figure 6. (a) Similar to Figure 5 but for the Azores on 
August 3, 1993, and with trajectory arrival at (b) 1 km and 
(e) 7 km. 
analysis do not let us unequivocally ti e features at one station 
with measurements at sites upwind, hul Lhey do suggest that 
high ozone seen over Bermuda may be rclatcd to .similar 
features seen a few days later in the eastern subtropical 
Atlantie. 
The higher average tropospheric ozone amounts al Cape 
Race were noted in a prcvious scction. One type of event 
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Days from the Azores 
that contributes to this in the midtroposphere is shown in 
Figure 8. At 7 km on July 23, 1991, the ozone mixing ratio 
exceeds 150 ppb (Figure 8a). The prcvious day a !ayer was 
centered 2 km lower with a peak value of ~95 ppb (see Plate 
4a). By July 24 the profile (Figure Se) has relaxed back to 
about 75 ppb from 2 to 12 km with a couple of narrow layers 
with lower ozone content. The trajectories for July 23 and 
24 (Figures Sb and 8d) show Lhat flow by midday on July 23 
is coming from the north and is associatcd with a large low-
pressure system north of Baffin Island. The air parcels 
descend over 2 km in the 2 days before arriving at Cape 
Race. By July 24 the flow reaching Cape Race has become 
much more zonal, passing over the Pacific Ocean 3 days 
back. The high ozone peak on July 23 is also very dry 
(Figure 8a) with the relative humidity at all lcvcls bctween 5 
and 8 km on July 23 al less than 5%. Strong cyclonic 
activity is not located directly over Cape Race but wcll 
upstream in northern Canada. Although we do not have an 
ozone sounding from the location where the transfer of ozone 
from the stratosphere into the troposphere could actually 
occur, the pattern is similar to the August 3 case for Bermuda 
(also discussed by Merrill et al., [this issue]). The rapidity 
with which changes can occur in the ozone profile over a 
station is demonstrated in this example. The soundings are 
only 18 hours apart, but in this time thc ozonc mixing ratio 
goes from over 150 ppb to under 50 ppb at 7 km. This is 
consisten! with the rapid change in the air paree! path as 
represented by the trajeetories. 
From cach of thcse summer cases from four different 
locations it is clear that events which bring ozone from the 
upper troposphere and stratosphere are re\atively common, 
and that these events have peak ozone amounls as large as 
those seen in the spring. Thcsc cvents contribute 
substantially to the ozone budget of the troposphere during 
this season. At Cape Race where these events are the most 
frcqucnt thc tropospheric ozone mixing ratios are also the 
highest. 
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Figure 6. (continued) 
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Figure 7. (a) Similar to Figure 5 buL for Tcncrifc on August 
4, 1993, and with trajectory arrival at (b) 1 km and (e) 9 km. 
Spring Events. During the late spring (May) ozonc 
mixing ratios in lhe middle and lower troposphere are 
somewhat higher than during the summer (compare Figures 4 
and 5). The upper troposphere often has mixing ratios 
greater than 100 ppb. Prominent layers are common in the 
midtropospherc and lowcr tropospheric amounts of 50 ppb 
are relalively common. Examples from Apri! , May, and June 
3onw onw 
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at each of the three subtropical island locations are uscd to 
illustrate the flow patterns associalcd with these profile 
characteristi cs. 
Thc ozone profile of June 1, 1994, in the Azores shows a 
maximum of ovcr 100 ppb between 5.5 and 6 km (Figure 9a). 
The humidity in this !ayer is under 10%, and in thc cross 
section (Plate 6a), thc o:r.one maximum shows up as a "bull's-
eye" which is a common feature of this representation of thc 
data. Thc trajcctorics for this laycr (Figure 9c) and the 
surrounding levels at 2.5 km and 7.5 km (Figures 9b, 9d) 
show that the t1ow is dramatically different in each !ayer. 
For the trajcctory ending within the enhanced ozone !ayer at 
5.5 km, air travels from northern Canada and dcsceods more 
than 2 km. This is quite similar to the trajectory seen at 
Cape Race for the summer case discussed earlicr and follows 
much the same path (Figure 8b). At 2.5 km (Figure 9b) the 
air paree] remains over the Atlantic Ocean for most of the 1 O 
days rcprescnted by the trajectory. At 7.5 km (Figure 9c) 
and 9.5 km (not shown) the tlow represented by the 
trajectories is basically zonal, cxtcnding back over the 
Pacific Ocean. This example, and many more like it which 
we have examined, shows that the layered structure of ozone 
(and water vapor) results from varying transport at differenl 
lcvels from different source (and sink) rcgions. Thc air 
parcels with cnhanccd ozonc (-100 ppb or greater) almost 
always ha ve very low humidity, come from higher latitudes 
and altitudes, and descend significant!y in altitude. In 
addition, the gcnerally low tropopause heights in the region 
north of 60°N, through which many of the trajectorics pass, 
contribute to the potential for significant transfer of ozone 
rich stratospheric air into the troposphere as observed in 
these layers. 
A series of five profiles at Bermuda during April 19-23, 
1993 (Plate 3a), demonstrate the dramatic day-to-day 
changes lhat occur in the lroposphcre and how various 
metcorological factors influence the ozone distribution over a 
particular site. On April 19 the ozone mixing ratio smooth1y 
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Figure 7. (continucd) 
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Figure 8. (a) Similar to Figure 5 but for Cape Race on July 23, 1991 and (e) for Cape Race on July 24, 1991, with 
trajectory arrival at 7 km for (b) July 23, and (d) July 24. 
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Plate 7. GOES 7 infrared satellite images for (a) April 20, 1993, and (b) Apri1 21, 1993. The redder colors 
indicate the colder temperatures and thus the higher cloud tops. 
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Figure 9. (a) Similar to Figure 5 but for the Azores on June 1, 1994, and wíth trajectory arríval at (b) 2.5 km, (e) 
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Figure 10. {a) Similar to Figure 5 but for Bermuda on April 20, 1993 and (e) April 21, 1993, with trajectory 
arrival at (b) 6 km for April 20 and (d) 9 km for April 21. 
increases from 50 ppb at the surfacc to about 80 ppb near the 
tropopause. Thís relatively "unperturbcd" profile Iooks 
similar to the average protile for this season at Bennuda 
(Figure 4). On April 20, Bermuda is Jocated in a region of 
intense local convection in association with a deepening low-
pressure center at the surface. A GOES7 enhanced infrared 
satellite image (Plate 7a) shows a mesoscale convective 
complex over Bermuda and the surrounding waters with 
cloud top temperatures of about -60°C which are equivalent 
to the temperatures at the heighl of the tropopause (Figure 
lOa). Thc ozonc mixing ratio is extreme! y constant at 45 ppb 
from the surface to the tropopause and the atmosphere is 
nearly saturated over much of the same altitude range 
(Figure lOa). In the midtroposphere (6 km) the trajcctory 
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Figure 11. (a) Similar to Figure 5 but for Bermuda on April 
23 , 1993, with trajcctory arrival at 11km for (b) Apri1 22 and 
(e} April 23. 
approaches Bermuda from the south afler passing over the 
Caribbean and northern Mexico (Figure lOb) a few days 
earlicr. The sounding was made in a fairly heavy rain 
shower, which is another indication that active convection 
was prcscnt. 
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By the following da y (Apri l 21 ) the low center over 
Bermuda had developed and moved in retrograde to the north 
and wesl of Bermuda, in conjunction with an upper 1evel low 
which was a1most cut off at 500 hPa. The satell ite image for 
April 21 (Plate 7b} shows Bermuda was in a cloud free 
region. Al Bcrmuda there is a 3-km-lhick layer in thc uppcr 
troposphere with ozone mixing ratios of -250 ppb 
(Figure 1 Oc) and the mixing ratio is o ver 100 ppb down to 8 
km giving a 7-km-thick !ayer of enhanccd ozone. The 
trajectory arriving al 9 km over Bcrmuda shows strong 
cyclonic curvaturc and a drop of over 2 km between the East 
Coast of the United S tates and Bermuda (Figure t Od) in the 
region where the upper leve] trough deepencd. The region of 
subsidence associated with this uppcr level feature was 
upwind (lo the north and wcst) of the mesoscale convection 
prcsent on April 20. On April 22 the layer of largc ozone 
mixing ratio was only 3 km thick and peak values are - 140 
ppb (see Plate 3a). By April 23, tropospheric mixing ratios 
(Figure 1 1 a) are mostly less than 60 ppb and va1ues under 25 
ppb are present ncar 1l km. This region of small ozone 
amounts is relatively moist (RH>30% comparcd lo <20% 
bclow and <10% above this !ayer). There is an important 
change in the trajeclory at 11 km bclween April 22 and 23 
that providcs e vidence for the source of the small ozone 
amounts at 11 km. On April 22 the trajectory to Bcrmuda at 
1200 UT (Figure 11 b) stays north of about 25°N. On April 
23, however, the air paree! comes from south of 2QDN to 
Bermuda (Figure 11 e) in just 1 da y. Equally importan t. therc 
is a bank of c.:onvectivc clouds across southern Mexico (the 
northern edge of this band can be seen in Plate 7) in dose 
proximity to the air paree! path as defined by the trajectory. 
The air paree! also passes over southern Florida where 
another area of convcctive activity is present on April 22. 
The small ozone mixing ratio ( -20 ppb) at 11 km suggests 
that lhe air wou1d have to come from the subtropical or 
tropical marine boundary !ayer especially sincc sorne 
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cntrainmcnt of air with larger mixing ratios is likely. For 
examplc, at Barbados, which is at 13°N, the average surface 
ozone during the lllst half of April 1993 was about 18 ppb 
with amounts varying between 16 and 20 ppb. We 
hypothesize that the small ozone mixing ratio at 1 l km over 
Bermuda is a remnant of air mixed from low in the 
troposphere, !ikely from a convecti ve event earlier in the air 
paree! hístory. Thus ít appears that both peaks (as seen in the 
June Azores profilc) and rclativc mínima, as seen here, can 
be caused by abrupt changes of air paree! source with 
altitude. This sequence of profíles over a 4-day period 
shows the strong modulating cffect thal meteorological 
changes play in determining the ozone distribution in the 
troposphere. 
At Tenerife a profile on May 25, 1994 (Figure 12a), has 
ozone mixíng ratios over lOO ppb from 7 km to thc 
tropopause at -13 km. Below 5 km, ozone drops markcdly 
from -75 ppb to <20 ppb at the surface. A series of 
trajcctories on May 25 from 11 km to 1 km, in 2 km 
increments (Figure 12b-12g), dcmonstrates the consistency in 
the behavior with altitude of thc rtow regimes in explaining 
the structure of the ozone profile. At thc lowcst two levels 
(figures 12f and 12g), air parcels reaching Tcnerife have 
spem the enüre previous 10 days over open ocean (keeping 
in mind the limitations of trajectories out to this length of 
time) and have likely experienced significant photochcmical 
ozone destruction as discussed earlier. At Lhe 5 to 11-km 
levels there is a coherent pattcrn where flow around a deep 
trough over the castern United States reaches Tenerife in 3-5 
days. As with the other cases prescnted here and two other 
more detailed studies [Moody et al., this issue; Merrill et al., 
this issue], the dramatically elevaled ozone amounts in the 
middle and upper troposphere are assocíated with strong 
cycloníc activity that likely produces exchange between the 
stratosphere and the troposphere. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
From an examination of several sets of intensi ve ozone 
profilcs obtained ovcr thc past severa] ycars and thc 
application of air paree! trajectory information, we have 
developed a basic picture of the way in which meteorological 
conditions (systems) influenee the tropospheric ozone 
distribution over Lhe North Atlantic Ocean. Severa! of the 
imponant patterns derived for surface ozone behavior, 
primarily at Bermuda [Oltmuns and Levy, 1992; Moody et 
al., 1995], can be extended lo other parts of the troposphere. 
As was seen in the surface observations, larger ozone 
amounts (in most cases in several kilometer-thick layers) in 
the middle and upper troposphere were associated with dry 
air moving from higher latitudes and altitudes to the 
observíng site. Although nonc uf thc trajcctorics wc 
examined show air coming all the way from the tropopause 
to the lower troposphere, the example from May 25, 1994, at 
Tenerife {Figure l2b-I 2e) shows that air parcels at 
progressively lower levels have come from layers severa! 
kilometers above which in turn have received air from Iayers 
even higher in elevation. At the time of an individual ozone 
profile the transport above the station is oftcn not so coherent 
as in the May 25 example at Tenerife. Under the circum-
stances of a less coherent flow pattern over the station, only 
the flow in a restricted !ayer may be arriving from a region 
where active exchange with layers above has taken place. 
There are also sorne significan! differences between lower 
and upper tropospheric behavior. At the JowesL levels in the 
troposphere (<2 km) during the summer, ozone amounts are 
generally low (<30 ppb) and the strong gradient below -4 km 
is evidcnce that ozone is being destroyed, probably 
photochemieally. At middle and upper tropospheric 
altitudes, on the other hand, summer ozone amounts are 
similar or only slightly less than those in spring. 
In ¡¡ rare instance in which an ozone profile was obtained 
within a prccipitating convective cell, we saw the mixíng of 
¡¡jr with relati ve! y smaller, near-surface ozone concentrations 
al! the way to the tropopause. At each location studied, both 
in the summer and in the spring, the time-height cross 
sections show fcatures Lhat appear to extend vertieally from 
the surface to near the tropopause in which ozone amounts 
are small and Lhe humidity high (see, for example, Julian day 
241 in both Plate 2 and Plate 3). These events last 2-3 days 
and seem to be more cohercnt in their vertical structure than 
thc larger ozone concentration events that extend downward 
from above. Such features (.small ozone míxing ratios and 
high humídity through mueh of the troposphere) could occur 
not only by mixing immediately above the station but also by 
transport of air LhaL had been mixed earher by convective 
activity. 
For all of thc sítes studied here, except Iceland, the 
summer also has numerous events where ozone mixing ratios 
attain 75 ppb deep into the troposphere ancl míxing ratios 
>100 ppb are seen fairly often between 7 km and the 
tropopause. These high ozone events usually extend 
downward from the tropopause region. Thcre are also 
numerous local maxima of high ozone in the eross scction 
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that appear to be a result of varying air paree! origin with 
altitude that gives a layered structure to in di vi dual profiles. 
These layers of high ozone are also regions of lower relative 
humidity in the profile. Trajectories calculated to arrive at 
the elevation of the peak ozone concentration show 
dislinctivc characteristics in the transport path that strongly 
implicate the upper troposphere and stratosphere as the 
source of the elevated ozone concentration !ayer. Thesc 
characteristics are strong descent of air parcels prior to 
arrival at the altítude of the elevated concentration !ayer, a 
trajcctory path that extcnds back to thc region of an uppcr 
leve! trough or cutoff low (typically associated with regions 
of high isenlropic potential vorticity [see Moody et al. this 
issue; Merrill et al., this íssue]), and trajcctorics that oftcn 
come from higher latitudes, often north of 60°N, where 
lropopause height is generally lower. 
There are many profiles or portions of a profile when 
ozone is not greatly elevated above the median value. We 
have not systematiCally looked at the trajectories for every 
ozone profile throughout the tropospheric height range. We 
have looked at sorne of these cases, howevcr, and find that 
the tlow is more zonal, the altitude changes of the air paree! 
are not so marked, nor do thcy show strong descent. Ozone 
amouots of 50-75 ppb are often associated with these 
conditions through much of the troposphere above 3 km. 
The source of this "background" concentration cannot be so 
readily assessed from the analysis carried out here, bm 
severa! points can be madc. First, cases of elevated ozone 
layers are common both in the spring and in thc summer. 
Such layers make a significant contribution to the "average" 
profile ozonc levcls. It is likely that as these 2 to 4 km-thick 
layers are mixed horizontally and vcrtically as the l:lir is 
transponed over lime and space that they are an importanc 
contribution to the "background" condilíon [Browell el al., 
1992, 1994]. Events in which higher ozonc frorn thc 
boundary laycr (<2 km) could be traced to higher levels were 
not found. There were, howcvcr, events where lower ozone 
amounts in the middle and upper troposphere appeared to be 
linked to the lower boundary !ayer amounts. probably 
through convective mixing. Wc plan to carry out additional 
intensive sounding campaigns at Bcrmuda, the Azores, 
Tcncrífc, and Newfoundland. The focus in these intensives 
will be to make profile measurcments al near daily frequency 
at all of thc sil es simultaneously. In addition, aircraft 
campaigns, in which severa! tracers and key ozone precursors 
are to be measured, will be carried out bctwcen the eastern 
United States and Bcrrnuda in the spring 1996. The strong 
coostraints placed on the ozone distribution by lhe profile 
measuremcnts and the additional planned chemical 
constituent measurements should lcad to further progress in 
undcrstanding the controlling mechanisms in thc uzone 
budget over the North Atlantic. 
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